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Abstract

This paper describes a reference architecture for self-maintaining systems that can learn continually, as data arrives. In environments where data evolves, we need architectures that manage Machine Learning (ML) models in production, adapt to shifting data distributions, cope with outliers, retrain when necessary, and adapt to new tasks. This represents continual AutoML or Automatically Adaptive Machine Learning. We describe the challenges and proposes a reference architecture.

1 Introduction

Machine Learning (ML) technologies have been widely adopted by industry, but were developed mainly in academia. The principle characteristic of a ML system is that it is data-driven. A ML system is a software system where the software is written by data. Our current approach to model deployment is developed around the classical view of ML. A model is trained on a training set and then deployed into production as part of a wider software ecosystem. ML deployment strategies leverage our modern understanding of software engineering and continuous deployment. From that perspective, a trained ML model is merely another software component that can be deployed through existing pipelines. In such pipelines software is verified at the moment of deployment by a battery of tests that ensure the new component is (at the very least) not degrading system performance.

This de-facto standard for model deployment has a critical flaw: data is not static, it evolves. As a result, verification performed during deployment becomes invalid through the passage of time. Continual learning aims to address this challenge by continuous update of deployed models. Our paper presents the complementary perspective of the systems engineer. From a practical perspective, how should we validate and verify our ML components in this evolving environment?

The modern approach systems engineering advocates strict boundaries and the use of micro-services, components, and interfaces. Extensive use of testing at the component and system level: unit tests (component) integration tests (system), regression tests (system) and acceptance tests (system) ensure that each component and the entire end-to-end workflow is not degraded through new deployments. The first observation is that in an environment with continually evolving data, some, or all, of these tests need to be rerun. By analogy with regression testing, we can think of this need as a need for progression testing (see Sec. 4.1).

As well as the challenge of continually evolving data, ML systems erode component boundaries: (i) system outputs may depend on the inputs in non-trivial ways, making integration testing challenging; (ii) ML systems are often entangled with control parameters that are interrelated, and external dependencies; (iii) The outputs of ML models may be used as the inputs to downstream systems, which themselves may involve ML models etc, which can result in hidden feedback loops.

ML models are compressors: taking the original input (training) data they produce compact representations (e.g. neural network weights). In deployment new data is ingested, producing another compact representation: predictions. These representations are portable and easy to deploy in a software ecosystem. But entanglement means that even if downstream systems rely on sub-optimal models, it may become too risky to deploy the changes to the model, because the downstream system may be calibrated to the old model.
Auto-Adaptive Machine Learning. The remedy we propose stems from a notion of ‘zero touch’ ML, i.e. ML models that can be deployed and do not need to be maintained manually. Classical AutoML [1] speeds the creation of ML solutions. It does not address the challenge of deployed ML systems we have outlined above. ML requires a hypervisor: A system that monitors, creates and maintains deployed models. Our notion of Auto-Adaptive ML systems goes beyond AutoML by acknowledging the challenges of deployed ML systems. Bringing about this vision requires the resolution of a chicken-and-egg problem: we cannot develop ML methods to solve this challenge unless we have data from this challenge. In this paper we describe a reference architecture, one that we hope seeds research into a full solution of this challenge.

2 Related Work

Several companies have developed internal ML deployment environments. Facebook’s “FBLearner Flow” [2] eases the path to bringing ML models into production while Uber’s ML-as-a-service (MLAAS) platform “Michelangelo” [3], which “democratizes machine learning and makes scaling AI to meet the needs of business as easy as requesting a ride”. But the motivation of both of these systems is smoothing the path to production. Our focus is maintenance of the model once deployment has occurred. Rapid deployment without continuous vigilance would exacerbate technical debt. MacroBase [4] is an analytic monitoring engine designed to prioritise human attention in large-scale datasets and data streams. MacroBase contains some similar notions, but is specialised for the task of finding and explaining unusual or interesting trends in data.

3 Reference Architecture

Our vision is for Auto-Adaptive ML systems which rely on continual learning. But just as AutoML aims to automatically train any ML model, Auto-Adaptive ML should support any deployed ML model. The focus for our reference architecture is classical learning methods as well as continual learning methods. The overall system architecture is given in Fig. 1. Here we give a rationale for laying out the architecture as it is, and briefly state the purpose of each component. The following sub-sections will outline the role of each in more detail.

Streams: Both classical software and ML systems process data in batches, but many modern software systems are based around streaming. While it is possible to run a streaming system in batch mode the reverse is not true. This capability eases the transition for existing ML deployments. We build our ideas on top of streaming systems. In a high data-rate streaming scenario, queries are never-ending, continuous, streaming queries. To deal with quantity of data we propose a sketcher (smart heavy down-sampler). In batch processing, data is there and you query it. In stream processing data might be arriving late, out of order, or it might be dropped altogether: this is mitigated by the joiner component.

Self-diagnosis through monitoring: Auto-Adaptability implies that the system self-diagnoses when errors are likely to occur. The is enabled by the data monitoring subsystem which analyses the incoming streams looking for possible anomalies, drift, and change-points, and by the prediction monitoring subsystem, which analyses the prediction and health monitoring streams generated by the predictor subsystem.

Self-correction policies: The policy engine is responsible for updating models by triggering re-training or other actions. In its simplest form, the policy engine could use classical AutoML techniques in combination with retraining triggers. Decisions would be made on the basis of the data monitoring subsystem, the prediction monitoring subsystem, and any associated business logic.

Self-management of resources: The shared infrastructure can be seen as an intelligent cache that manages the storage requirements of the system. There is the requirement to keep logs since customers might want to replay historical episodes.

3.1 Sketcher/Compressor

The sketcher/compressor component deals with the challenge that arises when data throughput is too high for the downstream training systems to cope with. At its simplest, the sketcher could simply down-sample, e.g. uniformly or uniformly at random. The standard error for a sample size $s$ is...
Figure 1: Data flow in the Auto-Adaptive Machine Learning architecture. See text for details.

proportional to $s^{-\frac{1}{2}}$, so e.g. for 1000 records an error rate of 3% can be expected. This serves as a baseline, but depending on the specific scenario, there are potentially much better options. We provide an overview of some sketching approaches in Appendix A.

### 3.2 Joiner

In some cases labelled data is available directly with the incoming data streams, in which case a stream joiner is unnecessary. In many cases, however, labels (or other forms of strong or weak feedback) required for training ML models will be delayed or come from other sources. The joiner subsystem is required to ensure that the trainer and predictor receives the data in the format required.

### 3.3 Shared Infrastructure

The shared infrastructure is shown as a collection of databases, but it is not assumed that the requirements of such a system are unbounded. This component contains the logic required to ensure optimal use of space, analogous to an operating system cache. Trained models (when feasible) are written to the Model DB to ensure provenance (to be able to answer questions about why a particular decision was made at a particular time) and rollback functionality. The Training DB holds a history of the training episodes from the Trainer subsystem. The Validation Data Reservoir is used for validating models during training, and (subject to space constraints) can also be used for reproducing old models. We have made use of the Adaptable Damped Reservoir as developed by [4, Algo. 1], which operates over arbitrary window sizes and maintains a sample of input data that is exponentially weighted towards more recent points. Collectively, the databases also enable offline experimentation, e.g. A/B testing. The System State DB is used both by the policy engine to enable decision making. Finally Diagnostic Logs provide a full history for system debugging.

### 4 Progression Testing: Automatic Monitoring and Quality Control

Monitoring and quality control have been cited as of critical importance for managing ML systems in production [5]. Here we outline our approach to ensuring that a high bar is met for both.
4.1 Data Monitoring

The key observation is that the world is non-stationary, whereas most of the ML models used in deployment make the assumption (either explicitly or implicitly) that it is stationary. Hence there is a clear need to identify non-stationarity in its different forms in order to determine whether or not a trained ML model is likely to behave as it did during the training process or not. There are many types of concept drift that have been identified \cite{6}, each of which can affect model performance. We provide an overview of some approaches to dataset shift detection in Appendix B.

At a minimum, the outputs of the data monitoring subsystem are: i) type of shift; ii) shift magnitude; iii) quantification of uncertainty. It is also desirable that explanations should be given for the shift occurring, such as which feature/dimension was most important. Solutions to the problem of dataset shift include domain adaptation or transfer learning (see \cite{7}), or, more pragmatically, one can simply retrain the model. In nearly all practical cases the latter is simpler to implement. The problem can be lifted to warm-starting using Hyper-Parameter Optimization (HPO), e.g. by Bayesian Optimization \cite{8}, for which scalable methods exist whose complexity is linear in the number of observations \cite{9}.

4.2 Prediction Monitoring

The prediction monitoring subsystem maintains current estimate of the state of the “world” written to system state database. In practice this is a set of things like the output of the sketcher to estimate whether it’s likely that the data distribution has shifted, plus contextual information such as the time since last retraining, current date/time, cost of retraining, value of predictions (i.e. how important is success), estimated optimal policy, estimated value of different state/action pairs etc. Note that the prediction monitoring can make use of the same dataset shift components described earlier, only this time operating on the level of predictions rather than input streams.

5 Automating the ML pipeline life-cycle

When managing model retraining we face several difficult problems:

1. **Horizon**: How quickly does the most recent data-point need to become part of the model? How long does it take for data to become irrelevant? We need to find the right scope of data relevant for learning at the present moment. Generally, newer instances are more relevant, but in some cases (e.g. retail), data from the previous quarter/year are more relevant.

2. **Cadence**: We need to know when to retrain. This requires an accurate estimate of the state of the world (i.e. by analysing streams for possible anomalies and concept drift), and a set of possible actions (e.g. retraining, using the existing model, model rollback, transfer learning). Given these we can learn the (locally) optimal policy: the best action to take given the current state. This decision involves balancing the operational cost against the potential downstream benefit resulting from improvements to the model.

3. **Provenance**: It is essential that we are able to trace back from decisions to their underlying causes. The system must include comprehensive logging as well as providing continuous health monitoring output streams.

4. **Costs**: What are the operational costs of retraining? What are the risks of not retraining?

To this end, policy engine interacts with the trainer and predictor subsystems as follows.

5.1 Trainer, Hyper-Parameter Optimization, and Predictor

The trainer subsystem is a wrapper around the custom ML model training algorithm to be used. Usually teams will have an existing ML training pipeline. Here we would make use of that pipeline, at the simplest level only taking over the retraining step. It is important here that trainer stores any meta-data associated with training (e.g. validation metrics, start time and duration, hyperparameter settings, trained model details) to the appropriate databases within the shared infrastructure (see Sec. 3.3). The trainer can also benefit from HPO to automatically warm-start the training of the ML model. As with the trainer subsystem, the predictor subsystem will likely be part of the existing pipeline. The main difference here is that this system is responsible for the deployment of newly trained models. The predictor subscribes to a continuous model stream coming from the trainer.
5.2 Model Policy Engine

The model policy engine must ensure that retraining is done at the optimal cadence for the given business metrics. Every different use-case will have different metrics, but all will have to balance costs versus potential future benefits. The baseline is a simple set of rules, which for some simple cases will be sufficient. In general, it will be desirable for the policy itself to be learnable, where it would take the form of a Reinforcement Learning system [10], where the state space is governed by the outputs of the data monitoring, trainer, and prediction monitoring subsystems, the action space is that of the policy engine, and the rewards are constructed based on the business metrics. Of course it would be expected that the system would make sub-optimal decisions during learning of the optimal policy. This is an active area of research.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a reference architecture for self-maintaining intelligent systems that can learn continually, as data arrives. This enables systems that effectively manage ML models in production, by adapting to shifting data distributions, coping with outliers, retraining when necessary, and adapting to new tasks. We highlighted the main aspects of each component of the system, but note that each comprises a significant effort in terms of both engineering and science. Widespread adoption of such a system would of course be extremely challenging for teams with established production pipelines, but we feel strongly that this investment would pay dividends. Furthermore, the architecture has been designed to be entirely modular, such that components can be adopted in a stage-wise manner. Ultimately, we believe that the version of zero-touch ML described here is a stepping stone towards fully continual learning [11], an often cited desirable end-point for intelligent systems.
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A Review of the State-of-the-Art (SOTA): Sketcher/Compressor

For a review of sketching algorithms see [12].

**Bloom Filters.** A Bloom filter [13] is a fixed-size set data structure that is optimised for membership queries. Membership questions that can be asked are: (i) The item has definitely not been stored; (ii) The item has probably been stored. The membership queries have a small, controllable, false-positive probability. Bloom filters will never return false negatives. You can never ask a Bloom Filter for the set of elements it contains. The basic idea is to use multiple hash functions to bit values, and only return true if all hash functions return 1. Adding extra hash functions reduces chances of false positives, but increases the chance of collisions. If n items are being stored in a Bloom filter of size m, and k hash functions are used, then the chance of a membership query false positive is \( \approx (1 - e^{-kn/m})^k \). The optimum choice for k is then \((m/n) \log 2\). As an example, a common setting is for \( m = 10n, k = 7 \), which would give a false positive rate of \(< 1\%\).

**Count-min Sketch.** For estimating the counts of items in data streams, the count-min sketch [14] is a sublinear space data structure which allows fundamental queries in data stream summarisation such as point, range, and inner product queries to be approximately answered very quickly. It can also be applied to finding quantiles, frequent items, or tracking which items exceed a given popularity threshold. Large counts preserved fairly accurately, but small counts may incur greater relative error. For sketch of size \( s \), the error is proportional to \( 1/s \) (compared to \( 1/\sqrt{s} \) for random sampling). The size of the data structure can be considered to be independent of the input size, depending instead on the desired accuracy guarantee only. For target accuracy of \( \epsilon \), one can simply fix \( s \propto 1/\epsilon \) that does not vary over the course of processing data. It is also worth mentioning that range queries can be computed using arrays of count-min sketches.

**HyperLogLog.** If the only quantity of interest is the number of unique/distinct items (cardinality estimation), the HyperLogLog algorithm [15] and its derivatives compute this, where the cost only depends on log of log of quantity computed. HyperLogLog is an extension of the original LogLog algorithm [16]. The basis of these algorithms is the observation that the cardinality of a multiset of uniformly distributed random numbers can be estimated by calculating the maximum number of leading zeros in the binary representation of each number in the set. More memory efficient versions of HyperLogLog have been proposed. A version called HyperLogLog++ [17] uses 64-bit hash functions instead of 32-bit, which reduces the probability of collisions. HLL-TailCut+ [18] achieves estimation standard error \( 1.0/\sqrt{m} \) using memory units of three bits each (rather than the five-bit memory units used by HyperLogLog). This makes it possible to reduce the memory cost of HyperLogLog by 45%: e.g. when the target error is 1.1%, HyperLogLog needs 5.6 kB of memory, whereas HLL-TailCut+ needs 3 kB to attain the same accuracy.

**Stream-Summary.** For computing the so-called “heavy-hitters”, i.e. the \( k \) most frequent items, the stream summary structure [19] can be used. Stream-Summary traces a fixed number of elements that are with high probability the most frequent ones. If one of these elements occurs, the corresponding counter is increased. If a new non-traced element appears, it replaces the least frequent traced element. Querying the most frequent elements and corresponding frequencies from the data structure is trivial, but to answer whether these estimates are exact (guaranteed) or not is much less so; corresponding algorithms are described in [19].

**t-digest.** For rank-based statistics, such as quantiles and trimmed means, a new data structure “t-digest” for accurate on-line accumulation has been proposed [20]. The t-digest construction algorithm uses a variant of l-dimensional k-means clustering to produce a data structure that is related to the Q-digest [21], except that the t-digest can handle floating point values while the Q-digest is limited to integers. The accuracy of quantile estimates produced by t-digests can be orders of magnitude more accurate than those produced by Q-digests in spite of the fact that t-digests are more compact when stored on disk. The t-digest algorithm is also readily parallelisable, making it useful in map-reduce and parallel streaming applications.

**Random projections.** If the input streams are of the form of high-dimensional numerical data, we can seek to reduce the dimensionality while preserving fidelity of the data. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) aims to extract a small number of “directions” from the data whilst capturing most of the variation of the inputs. However PCA requires finding eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, which rapidly becomes unsustainable for large matrices. An alternative approach of random projections shows that it suffices to use (a slightly larger number of) random vectors [22][23]. The random projection of each row of the data matrix can be seen as an example of a sketch of the data (and indeed the Count-Min sketch can be viewed as a random projection).

In practice, it may be hard to know ahead of time which queries will be required. One option is to compute a range of sketches simultaneously with a specified error rate (e.g. 4%), which would still represent a significant saving. One topic not covered here is that of mergeable summaries (see e.g. [24]). These are important if the summaries must be distributed, either for computational or systems architectural reasons.

---

1For a stream of \( 10^7 \) 32-bit integers with \( 10^6 \) distinct values, a Bloom filter, count-min sketch, stream-summary and LogLog counter combined would require \(< 0.7 \) Mb, versus 40 Mb for the raw data.
B  Review of the SOTA: Dataset Shift Detection

Given a source and target datasets $D_S$ and $D_T$ consisting of inputs $x$ and targets $y$, drawn from underlying distributions $p_S(x, y)$ and $p_T(x, y)$ respectively, we are interested in detecting different types of shift between $p_S$ and $p_T$. An additional assumption will be that $S$ remains fixed until the detection of drift, while $T$ is produce by a sliding window on the incoming data streams. Types of shift include: (i) simple covariate shift: only the distributions of covariates $p_T(x)$ change and everything else is the same; (ii) prior probability shift: only $p_T(y)$ changes and everything else stays the same; (iii) sample selection bias: the distributions differ as a result of an unknown sample rejection process; (iv) imbalanced data is a form of deliberate dataset shift for computational or modelling convenience; (v) domain shift: changes in measurement; (vi) source component shift: changes in strength of contributing components; (vii) anomaly detection: transient shifts, normally in $p_T(x)$.

Different approaches to detecting shift that are appropriate for the different kinds of shift. These fall into two categories: supervised and unsupervised. Supervised approaches include examining the progressive error of a model (e.g. a classifier or a regressor), or maintaining an external holdout dataset. Whilst these are attractive for their simplicity, they rely on having labelled data available, or a mechanism for keeping the holdout dataset up-to-date. These approaches may make sense for examining the behaviour of trained models during operation. In most cases however, we will have to resort to unsupervised methods. The simplest and most scalable approaches are based on statistical distances between $p_S$ and $p_T$, such as the Population Stability Index (PSI), or the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, but these are often limited to low dimensional or real-valued data. A natural measure of divergence between distributions is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, although for general use this requires probabilistic assumptions to be made. A popular non-parametric method is the histogram intersection method, which can be used on both real and categorical data, but is very sensitive to the number of bins used in the histogram calculation, and also suffers in high dimensions.

For the problem of detecting anomalies (abrupt but transient shifts), early approaches that scale well to higher dimensions include the one class Support Vector Machine (SVM) [25], which are flexible but are computationally prohibitive. A more efficient approach based on a random cut forest [26] computes a sketch of the data upon which the anomaly detection decisions are made (this sketch can in fact be included as part of the sampler/sketcher component and re-purposed for other uses).

If the shifts are abrupt but non-transient, then the problem is usually called change-point detection (for a recent survey see [27]), with a divide between parametric methods that build a model of $p_S(x)$ [28] and non-parametric approaches based on estimating the ratio between the densities $p_S(x)$ and $p_T(x)$. The rationale of density ratio estimation is that knowing the two densities implies knowing the density ratio, but that the inverse is not true since the decomposition is not unique. As a result, direct density ratio estimation is substantially simpler than density estimation. An example of this is KL Importance Estimation Procedure (KLIEP) [29], which estimates the density ratio using KL divergence, and there have since been modifications to this method which improve scalability [30].

Gradual drifts are the most challenging type to deal with. There have been some attempts to tackle this, such as Early Drift Detection Method (EDDM) [31], but this method requires waiting for a minimum of 30 classification errors before calculating the monitoring statistic at each decision point, which may be too high for many real applications. A general strategy will be to ensure that the overall performance of the system is as is expected through the use of health monitoring streams.